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WORDS CLUSTERING IN QUESTION ANSWERING SYSTEMS

DOINA TĂTAR AND GABRIELA ŞERBAN

Abstract. Clustering words can be useful in construction of a hierarchy of

hypernyms or a set of synonyms for languages different of English for which

doesn’t exist such hierarchy as WordNet (as in Romanian language case). A

such of hierarchy is very important in some problems of disambiguation [10],

as to perform automatic query expansion in a QA system for Romanian [7].

In this paper we we describe how a list of similar words with a given word

can be constructed. Some words and word-clusters similarity measures are

discussed.

The experiments are made using a Romanian corpus.

1. Introduction

Semantic knowledge is increasingly important in NLP. The key of organizing
semantic knowledge is to define reasonable similarity measures between words.
The purpose to develop a hierarchy of words based on a untagged corpus can
be realized by using hierarchical and non hierarchical clustering algorithms. In
many papers the similarity between two words is obtained by the n-grams models
[8], by mutual information [2] or by syntactic relations [9]. One other mode to
define this similarity is the vector-space model, which we use in this paper. In our
paper the vector ~wi is associated with a word wi as following: let us consider that
{v1, v2, · · · , vm} are m words of a high frequency in corpus. They can be of any
POS set including prepositions and conjunctions from the closed class of words.
The reason for this choice it is the known Zipf’s result that a small set consisting
of most frequent words can be used as framework for study of a natural language.

We define:

wj
i = number of occurences of the word vj in the same contextwith wi

(for a number of contexts).
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Let us remark that other vector-space models were used in the literature. In
[1] is presented a hierarchy of nouns such that the vector ~wi = (w1

i , w2
i , · · · , wm

i )
associated with a noun wi is constructed as follows: wj

i = 1, if the noun wj occurs
after wi separated by the conjunction and or an appositive, or else wj

i = 0.
In [5], the vector ~wi = (w1

i , w2
i , · · · , wm

i )(where m = 2 × z) associated with a
word wi, is constructed as follows: wj

i = number of occurrences of a word in the
position j = 1 to z at left or z + 1 tom at right.

The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents known clustering algo-
rithms [6]: agglomerative algorithm for hierarchical clustering and divisive non-
hierarchical k-means algorithm, adopted for our vector-space model. Section 3
proposes our variant for an agglomerative algorithm for hierarchical clustering
such that a single ”best” word is clusterized at a step. Section 4 describes how a
list of similar words with a given word can be constructed. In section 5 we pro-
pose an experiment for Romanian language and present comparatively the results
obtained by applying the clustering algorithms described in Section 2.

2. Clustering algorithms

Let us consider that the objects to be clusterized are the vectors of n words,
{w1, w2, · · · , wn}. A vector

~wi = (w1
i , w2

i , · · · , wm
i )

is associated with a word wi as above.
Let us observe that the corpus must not be POS tagged or parsed since we

are interested only of words and not of their syntactic role. However, we used
a stammer to recognize the flexional occurrences of the same word (Romanian
language is a very inflexional language).

The similarity measure between two words wa, wb is the normalised cosine

between the vectors ~wa and ~wb [4]:

sim( ~wa, ~wb) = cos( ~wa, ~wb) =

∑m
j=1 wj

a × wj
b√∑m

j=1 wj2

a ×
√∑m

j=1 wj2

b

.

Agglomerative algorithm for hierarchical clustering [6]

Input The set X = {w1, w2, · · · , wn} of n words to be clusterised,
the similarity function sim : X ×X → R.

Output The set of hierarchical clusters
C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn, Cn+1, · · · , Cn+k}
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begin
FOR i = 1 TO n DO Ci = {wi}
C = {C1, C2, · · · , Ck}
j := n + 1
WHILE | C |> 1 DO

(Cu∗ , Cv∗) := argmax(Cu,Cv)sim(Cu, Cv)
Cj = Cu∗ ∪ Cv∗

C = C \ {Cu∗ , Cv∗) ∪ {Cj}
j := j + 1

end

As similarity sim(Cu, Cv) we considered:

sim(Cu, Cv) =

∑
ai∈Cu

∑
bj∈Cv

sim(ai, bj)

| Cu | × | Cv | .

The clustering algorithm begins by considering each word in its own cluster and
ends when all the words are in the same cluster Call = Cn+k. Let us consider
{sn+1, sn+2, · · · , sn+k} the values of similarities such that si = sim(Cu∗ , Cv∗) and
(Cu∗ , Cv∗) has the same sense as in above algorithm. In other words, {sn+1, sn+2,

· · · , sn+k} are the values of similarities such that a new cluster Cj = Cu∗ ∪Cv∗ is
formed, j = n + 1 to n + k. The similarities {s1, s2, · · · , sn} are all set to 1.

The similarities {s1, s2, · · · , sn+k} are ordered decreasing from 1 (the similar-
ities in clusters Ci = {wi}, i = 1, · · ·n) to sn+k, the similarity in the cluster
Call = Cn+k, as they occur on the dendrogram.

Non-hierarchical clustering algorithm: k-means algorithm [6]

Input The set X = { ~w1, ~w2, · · · , ~wn} of n vector words to be
clusterised, the distance measure d : Rm×Rm → R, a function for computing the
mean µ : P → R, the coefficient σ.

Output The set of clusters C = {C1, C2, · · · , Ck}

begin
Select k initial centroids {~f1, ~f2, · · · , ~fk}
WHILE the diameter of a cluster ≥ σ DO

FOR all clusters Cj DO
Cj = {~xi | ∀~fl d(~xi, ~fj) ≤ d(~xi, ~fl)}

FOR all clusters Cj DO
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~fj = ~µ(Cj)
end

As distance measure we considered:

d( ~wa, ~wb) =
1

sim( ~wa, ~wb)
and as centroid:

~µ(Cj) =
1

| Cj |
∑

~x∈Cj

~x

A diameter of a cluster we define as the distance between the least similar ele-
ments in a cluster.

3. An incremental algorithm for clustering

The following algorithm has the property that at the begin of the process it
arrange at a time only one word to an appropriate cluster.

For a word wi let N(wi) be the set of words wj such that sim(wi, wj) 6= 0. For
a set of words C, N(C) will denote

⋃
wi∈C N(wi). The set N(C) is similar with

the set of neighbours of C in [9] but there the problem is solved on a graph model.
Let C be a set of words from W and u ∈ N(C)\C.
We define

sim(u,C) =
∑

w∈C

sim(w, u).

The best node u′ from a set Q of words, which can be added to the set C,
denoted Best(C, Q), is the node which maximizes sim(u,C):

Best(C, Q) = argmaxu∈Q∩N(C)\Csim(u,C).

Our hierarchical algorithm differs of the above hierarchical algorithm by the
fact that in a step we form a new cluster by adding to a cluster C of the only word
Best(C, Q).

The algorithm is:
Input The set X = {w1, w2, · · · , wn} of n words to be clusterised,

the similarity function sim : X ×X → R.

Output The set of hierarchical clusters
C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn, Cn+1, · · · , Cn+k}
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begin
FOR i = 1 TO n DO Ci = {wi}
C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn}
Q = X

j := n + 1
WHILE Q 6= ΦDO

s = argmaxk=1,··· ,j−1Best(Ck, Q)
u′ = Best(Cs, Q)
Cj = {u′} ∪ Cs

C = (C \ {Cs}) ∪ {Cj}
Q = Q\{u′}
j := j + 1

end

Let us remark that after all words from X (Q initial) are clustered, the algorithm
stops.

Let us mention that our algorithm consider only a sense of a word u and for it
exists only a cluster C such that u = Best(C, Q). Of course this is not the case
for polysemous words. In [9] is established that if G is a graph of words build
on the base of a symmetric syntactic relation, and G\w is the subgraph which
results from the removal of w, then the connected components of the subgraph
G\w correspond to the senses of the word w. The above algorithm can be adopted
in this sense, the symmetric relation being sim.

Once that some measure of similarity between words are established, we can
begin a new process of divisive splicing in clusters. We seek to partition the set W

of words into two subsets W1, W2 of the same size so that the similarity between
W1, W2 is minimal: that means that

(W1,W2) = argminV1,V2

∑

wi∈V1

∑

wj∈V2

sim(w1, w2)

An algorithm for implement a such of partition is a variant of hill-climbing
search ([3]): after guessing an initial partition (W1,W2) we exchange two words
between W1 and W2 if the exchange minimize

∑
wi∈V1

∑
wj∈V2

sim(w1, w2). We
stop when no further decrease is possible.

4. The list of similar words for a given word

Input The set of hierarchical clusters C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn, Cn+1, · · · ,

, Cn+k} (as above), the set of similarities {s1, s2, · · · , sn+k}, a word w ∈ X
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Output The lists Elem and SimDecr containing the elements in X in
decreasing order of similarity with w and the sequence of these similarities.

begin
Set j = 1, Elem(1) = w and SimDecr(1) = 1
FOR i=n+1 TO n+k DO

IF w ∈ Ci ( Ci = {Ci,1, · · · , Ci,pi
}) THEN

FOR t=1 TO pi DO
IF not(Ci,t ∈ Elem) THEN

j := j + 1
Elem(j) = Ci,t ; SimDecr(j) = si

end

A corresponding algorithm for calculating the list of similar words for a given
word can be imagined using the k-means algorithm : for each word w, the words
in the same cluster (let say C), in order of distances to w, begin the list. That list
contains then the words from the others clusters, in order of distance (the inverse

of similarity) from C. The similarity is: sim(Cu, Cv) =
∑

ai∈Cu

∑
bj∈Cv

sim(ai,bj)

|Cu|×|Cv| .

5. Results and evaluation

5.1. Applications. In this section we want to show how the clustering process
(based on the algorithms described in the previous section) works.

The first application uses the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm (NHCA -
section 2), the second uses the hierarchical clustering algorithm (HCA - section
2).

Both NHCA and HCA are written in JDK 1.4. The aim is to clusterize a set
of words.

The NHCA algorithm starts with a set of contexts, a set of words having a
maximum frequency in the given contexts and with a set of ”focus” words (terms)
used in the clustering process. As a result of the clustering, the algorithm reports
a set of clusters (in a cluster will be the similar words - the words having similar
senses).

The process starts with a set of initial clusters (based on the focus words), and
after that, learns, based on the information obtained from the initial contexts to
clusterize the set of words.

We have to notice that the set of terms used for the clustering is very important
(this was shown experimentally).

The HCA algorithm starts with the same initial information as NHCA, except
the set of terms. As a result of the clustering, the algorithm reports, for each word
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w, a cluster that will contain the similar words with w, in descending order after
their similarities.

Because in the HCA algorithm the process does not depend on a set of focus
words, the clustering result is more exact than the result of NHCA algorithm.

It is obvious, for both algorithms, that if the number of contexts grow, the
clustering’s precision grows, too (this is shown experimentally).

The initial information, for both algorithms, is read from a text file.

5.2. The applications design. The basis classes used for implementing the two
applications are the same; differs only the clustering algorithm. The main classes
are:

• CList: defines the type the structure of a list of objects, having methods
for:

– adding an object in the list;
– accessing elements from the list;
– updating elements from the list;
– returning the dimension of the list;

• CLine: defines the structure of a list having as elements real values (is
defined using the CList class);

• CContext: defines the structure of a list having as elements words (is
defined using the CList class);

• CLine: defines the structure of a list having as elements lists with real
values (is defined using the CList class);

5.3. Experimental results. In this section we propose an experiment for the
Romanian language: the aim is to clusterize a set of words (to group the words
after the similarity of their meanings). We have applied both the NHCA and the
HCA algorithms.

We mention that we used a set of 26 contexts. We also note that if we grow
the number of contexts, the clustering’s precision grow.

The initial information (the set of words to be clusterized, the contexts, the
focus words) is read from a text file having the following structure:

the words to be clusterized
oameni oras durata timp partid persoana localitate perioada orga-

nizatie sat asociatie
a set of words that the clustering process is based on (at us, these are words

having a maximum frequency in the contexts)
de in la sa care ca pe munca premier
the contexts
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(1) indreptatirea la masurile reparatorii prevazute de prezentul ar-
ticol este conditionata de continuarea activitatii ca persoana
juridica pana la intrarea in vigoare a prezentei legi sau de im-
prejurarea ca activitatea lor

(2) In vederea desfasurarii anchetei disciplinare, salariatul va fi
convocat in scris de persoana imputernicita de catre conduca-
torul unitatii sa realizeze ancheta

(3) Memoriul a ajuns la scoala din localitate, la primarie, la pre-
fectura si la Insepectoratul Scolar al judetului Harghita

(4) Totodata, la Conel, persoanele detasate la unitati din alta lo-
calitate, precum si cele delegate in afara locului de munca au
castiguri uriase

(5) ...

the focus words
persoana localitate perioada organizatie

After applying the NHCA algorithm, we obtained the following clusters:

Cluster 1 timp partid persoana sat
Cluster 2 oras localitate
Cluster 3 durata perioada
Cluster 4 oameni organizatie asociatie

As a measure for evaluation of the NHCA algorithm we propose the precision
of the clustering, defined as follows:

(1) P =

∑k
i=1

ni

Ni

k

where k is the number of clusters, ni is the number of words correctly placed
in the i-th cluster, and Ni is the total number of words placed in the i-th cluster.

We mention that for our experiment, the precision of the NHCA algorithm is
93%.

For the same set of words to clusterize, we have applied the HCA algorithm.
The result obtained for the word asociatie is given in Table 1 (each word is

followed by its similarity with the given word)
We mention that we ran the clustering algorithms on bigger data sets (10000

contexts), 200 words to clusterize an the results are very good.
We also mention that this clustering applications are part of a QA system that

is developed for the Romanian language [7].
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Word Similarity
asociatie 1.0
oameni 0.8498365855987975
oras 0.6255587777150006
localitate 0.6255587777150006
organizatie 0.6255587777150006
timp 0.6255587777150006
persoana 0.6255587777150006
sat 0.6255587777150006
durata 0.5183688447475575
perioada 0.5183688447475575
partid 0.31611039139928965

Table 1. The result of applying the HCA algorithm for the word asociatie

6. Conclusion and future directions

The above algorithms must be connected with the word sense disambiguation
algorithms [10] to work well with ambiguity. A WSD algorithm must be run to
distinguish between two (or more) different senses of a polysemic word. In this
case, the different occurrences of senses correspond to different words.

We intend to evaluate the QA system [7] by expanding of query terms, word by
word, with most similar words in the lists.

We intend to use the similarity between two words to disambiguating a group
of two words: it is well known that two polysemic words are better disambiguated
when they occur together ( for example doctor and nurse which are both polysemic
[8]).
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